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DATA 
VISUALIZATION

CREATE MEANINGFUL AND
IMPACTFUL REPORTS FASTER

Turn your data into immediate impact.
Do more with less using an end-to-end
BI platform to create a single source of
truth, uncover more powerful insights,
and translate them into impact at your
credit union.

Utilizing the open database connectivity (ODBC)  
built into FLEX, your credit union can connect to
tools such as Microsoft Power BI to quickly and
efficiently build impactful visualizations. 
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Create Better Visuals

Create Deeper Insights

Turn Insights into Action

Easily connect to, model, and visualize your
data, creating reports personalized with
your KPIs. FLEX provides direct access to
your credit union’s data from within ODBC
compliant applications.

Turn your data into a competitive
advantage by using business intelligence
(BI) tools to connect, combine, and analyze
your entire database.

Go from data to insights and insights to
action with business intelligence (BI)
platforms to easily build business
applications and automate workflows.

Grow with FLEX
FLEX customers have experienced 10x growth
or more following conversion.

FLEX is scalable and will grow at your credit
union's pace.

FLEX credit unions are among the industry
leaders in efficiency ratio.

About us
FLEX has disrupted the credit union core system
marketplace by enabling efficient solutions for
digital transformation and sustainable growth.
FLEX will allow credit unions to launch a full-
service digital banking suite with innovative
member-facing technologies and automated
services. Credit unions will buy back lost time by
remapping the digital journey and increasing
member loyalty.
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Data Visualization Highlights

G R O W  W I T H  F L E X

Create and modify data reports and dashboards easily
and share them securely across applications, providing
new views for deeper insights.

Apply the skills you already have from familiar tools
such as Microsoft Excel to move from building to
analyzing to presenting with less data prep.

Quickly start building reports and dashboards with help
from free online learning resources and tutorials that
you can share across your credit union.

Create rich, interactive data visualizations from multiple
data sources and share important business insights
that drive success with business intelligence tools.

Do more with less using an end-to-end BI platform to
create a single source of truth, uncover more powerful
insights, and translate them into impact.

Take your visualizations to the next level and empower
everyone to quickly make data-driven decisions. Easily
work together, collaborate on reports, and share
insights across popular applications.
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